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Pace Student
Col. VI

New York, March, 1921

No. 4

WLL there be places in the ing the early years of a young man’s training in
I
business world for the hun Accountancy, he is likely to fill a position as
dreds of Accountancy students bookkeeper, cashier, cost clerk, or the like, and
that Pace Institute and other his advancement depends partly upon his thor
Accountancy schools are train ough grasp of the various phases of accounting,
ing? Can they eventually be law, and management, and partly upon his gen
paid the salaries that their in eral education, his personality, and his general
tensive study merits?
Will work aggressiveness and capacity for team
their salaries be just to their work. The logical order of advancement car
ries such men into positions as auditors, treasur
investments of time, energy, and money?”
The above questions were asked in a letter ers, secretaries, controllers, and the like; and
which Pace Institute recently received from I can cite many instances in which men, with
the proper foundation,
one of the advanced stu
training, and experience,
dents in Accountancy.
LEADING ARTICLES
have advanced to the high
A large part of Homer
S. Pace’s reply is published Accountancy in the Business World est executive positions.
Among these men may be
below, in the belief that
Title-page
named C. G. DuBois, presi
what is stated will be of
dent of the Western Elec
definite interest to many
Our Dual System of Government
tric
Company, Leon O.
of the readers of The Pace
Page 52
Fisher, vice-president of
Student.
the Equitable Life Assur
“ Fifteen years ago, long
Students’ Questions and Answers
ance Society of New York,
before the enactment of
Page 54
James Addison, controller
Federal and state incomeof the National City Bank
tax laws, many men were of
Appraisal and Control of Tangible
of New York, as well as
the opinion that Account
Capital Assets
many others.
ancy would soon be over
Page 58
“ The public practice of
crowded. The fact remains
Accountancy is a large field
that for the last five years
Errors in English
in itself, although probably
there has been a distinct
Page 61
not so large as the field of
undersupply of men com
private practice. No one
petent to do professional
Federal Income Tax Returns
can state definitely how
accounting work. During
Page 62
many practicing account
the war, the Government
ants there are in New York
had the utmost difficulty in
securing enough accountants to keep its fiscal City, but it is safe to say there are several
matters straight. As Deputy Commissioner of thousand, in contrast with a few hundred
Internal Revenue in charge of the Income Tax fifteen or twenty years ago.
All of the
Unit, I scoured the country for accountants, larger cities of the country have seen a pro
and had to install courses of study in the Unit portionate increase in the number of account
for the purpose of developing men and women ants, and public accountants are beginning to
that I needed. Even yet, the Income Tax Unit appear in the smaller cities throughout the
is running special courses, in which something country. The new bases of taxation have had
like seventeen hundred students are studying. a tremendous effect upon stimulating public
Many of these students are taking fundamental practice, and the whole matter of recording
accounting courses, while others, of course, are and stating financial facts has been brought
doing specialized work on accounting in refer into the consciousness of business men.
ence to income and excess-profits taxes.
“ The Federal Government, in many of the
“ Accountancy, you should remember, has a divisions aside from the Income Tax Unit, is
private practice as well as public practice. The stimulating the interest of business men in ac
great majority of men who are being trained counts. I have before me at the moment sev
will continue to seek their vocational oppor eral publications issued by the Government on
tunity in private business organizations. Dur accounting subjects. Among these is one on
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Homer
S. Pace,
C.P.A.

woman who expects to live in a
Metal Mine Accounting, another on
Cost Keeping for Small Metal
ace tudent business calling would actually lose
time and money by devoting him
Mines, another containing a system
March, 1921
self or herself to worthwhile in
of accounts for cotton warehouses,
struction in Accountancy.
and still another containing a sys
“ The main thing for you to remember is
tem of bookkeeping for grain elevators. These
are only a few of many publications that are put that there is now, and always has been, a big
(Continued) out from the Government, in all of which the demand for men and women of superior ability.
desirability of keeping accounts on a proper This ability, to a considerable extent, can be
basis is emphasized. All of this educational secured by purposeful study, although it must
work leads to a demand for expert advisory ser be supported by a certain natural aptitude, by
vices—a demand which is being filled by the general education, and by personal qualities
ever increasing number of professional ac that contribute largely to the successful use
of the vocational equipment secured by study.
countants.
“ There is a great advantage in the fact that Further, you must remember that Accountancy,
there are two sides to the practice of Account as taught in Pace Institute, is a training for
ancy. Many accountants transfer to public general business, as well as for the public prac
practice, and later, back to private practice. tice of Accountancy, and that any man who
The insistent demand for men with public ac trains himself in a fundamental way is alto
counting experience by private business organi gether likely to profit by reason of his study.
“ Two things of specific point will interest
zations always operates to maintain a keen de
mand among accounting firms for able men. In you. I need a young accountant, able to con
this respect, Accountancy is more fortunately duct difficult audits, for a public accounting
position that must be immediately filled. The
situated than either law or medicine.
“Your last paragraph leads me to the con salary is $3,300, the man is wanted at once, and
clusion that you make a common mistake in I don’t know where to get him. If you have a
thinking that the completion of a course of man in mind who can fill the bill, send him
study gives a man everything that he needs in along.
“ The other specific thing is that six years ago
order to succeed. Many students graduate from
law schools, from medical schools, from engi I advised a young man in a high school in
neering schools, and from general courses in uni Ridgewood, New Jersey, to study Accountancy
versities and colleges who do not succeed in upon graduation. He did so. He held two pri
achieving noteworthy financial or business suc vate positions, became a junior accountant,
cess. Many things may account for the lack moved up to $5,000 a year, and two weeks ago
of a full success. A man, for example, may have notified me that he had accepted a controllervery few qualities that command the respect ship at $7,000 a year with an expense allowance
and affection of his associates, and still acquire of $2,000 a year. He needs an assistant capable
a technical knowledge of some subject. He of doing head bookkeeping work under his
may, for example, be a confirmed grouch, or he direction. The man will need to have such an
may be careless in his personal appearance, understanding of accounting that he can pass
or he may hold views of an extreme religious all controlling entries necessary for a group
or political nature that are offensive to his em of four or five affiliated companies. I am look
ployers, or his judgment may be poor, or he may ing for such a man, and have not been able
be very slow moving and diffident in his atti to find him. The salary will be, I presume,
tude toward his duties. Technical equipment around $2,500 a year to start, with excellent
certainly does not count for more than one opportunity for advancement. If you have
half in the sum total that is required for a large such a man in mind, let me know, and I will
place him in touch with a position.
success.
“ These demands arise almost every day in
“ However, when we consider whether a course
in Accountancy is of profit to a person who the week. I have no trouble whatever in find
is lacking in some of the qualities that are ing plenty of men who want to draw the sal
required for the larger successes, we may well aries, but who haven’t the ability to fill the
believe, in the majority of cases, that such an jobs; and I can nearly always find some one
individual profits to a considerable degree from who has the ability, but who is drawing twice
his studies. I have known of students who the salary. The problem is to find competent
have never attained an extraordinary financial men who can take these positions ranging from
success, who have nevertheless profited by their $2,000 to $5,000 a year. The real trouble is
study in the matter of clear thinking, and, to not the lack of opportunity—it is the lack of
some extent, in the matter of increasing their men who have the technical training and the
income. I have known of very few students, other qualities that are urgently demanded.
in fact, who have not received benefits from Real ability, clear-headed thinking, stability,
their study largely in excess of the worth of capacity for team-work—all these things are
the time expended and the cost of their tuition. hard to find, and the supply of men who possess
It is almost inconceivable that any man or them will never outrun the demand.”
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Frederick
J. Haller

S PPOSE a young man
U
expects to make bank
ing his life work;
would there be any
point to his studying
Accountancy — such
subjects as accounting, auditing,
law, management, organization, and
the like? ”
This question, in one form or an
other, is often asked of Pace In
stitute by young men employed in
banks. Of course, there is only one
answer—“Yes.”
As a matter of
fact, it is doubtful whether there
is any other subject which it would
be more profitable for the ambi
tious young bank man to study than
Accountancy.
That this is the case is proved,
incidentally, by the fact that Pace
Institute, New York, numbers
among its four thousand students
many bank executives, among them
an assistant vice-president of one
of the largest national banks in the
country, and the treasurer of a large
metropolitan trust company. It is
reasonable to assume that men of
this type know what they are doing
and why, when they set aside twelve
or fifteen hours a week for self
development through the study of
Accountancy.
Right here, it is well to read and
ponder the words of Frederick J.
Haller, a recent graduate of Pace
Institute, New York. Mr. Haller
is the assistant auditor of the in
ternational banking and investment
house of Brown Brothers & Com
pany, 59 Wall Street, New York.
Mr. Haller says:
“ The banking business of to-day
is so highly organized, its ramifi
cations are so great, and its various
departments are so highly special
ized, that the need for trained ac
countants to analyze, study, and
create new systems and take sound
ings for the future is greater than
it has ever been before. The up
heaval of money conditions and
finances generally, incidental to the
World War, has gradually made the
United States of America the great
creditor nation. Many colossal pay
ments and settlements at the pres
ent time are being made in terms
of dollars. The result is that New
York City, during these unsettled
conditions, has taken precedence
even over London which has always
been the greatest center of the fi
nancial world, making world-wide
settlements in terms of the pound
sterling.
We can thus begin to
realize what a tremendous obliga
tion American banks and banking
houses are assuming, and what a
financial future is in store for this
Nation if we develop our oppor
tunities along the proper lines.
“ Here, at this point, appears the
opportunity for the trained account
ant—the man to accomplish the end
in view. The great banking houses

Pace Student
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of our country to-day, besides do
ing a tremendous foreign business
in credits, loans, underwriting in
this country bond issues of foreign
countries and municipalities, Trav
elers Letters of Credit, and acting
as American depositaries for for
eign clients, also handle a vast busi
ness of a domestic nature. Natur
ally related to these foreign trans
actions is the all-absorbing topic
of Foreign Exchange in relation to
the world market, which has been
in such an unsettled yet active stage
for the past several years.”

Frederick J. Haller
Assistant Auditor
Brown Brothers & Company
New York
Mr. Haller’s views have a con
crete illustration in his own case.
He was born in Brooklyn, New
York, twenty-eight years ago, and
educated there in the public schools
and at the Commercial High School,
from which he was graduated in
1910. A little later, he took eve
ning courses in the Brooklyn Pre
paratory School for the purpose of

securing needed additional Regents’
counts.
After leaving high school, young
Haller secured a position as stenog
rapher with The Monarch Type
writer Company, New York, now a
51

part of the Remington system. A
few months later, he went with the
Central Railroad of New Jersey as
a stenographer in the General Pas
senger Department, from which he
was promoted to a stenographic
position in the Eastern Passenger
Department. He remained with the
Central Railroad for six years, fill
ing various positions, among them
being ticket agent, passenger agent,
and, finally, chief clerk in charge
of the records, systems, and funds
of the Eastern Passenger Depart
ment.
In February, 1916, Mr. Haller
went with the Telautograph Cor
poration, New York, which had re
cently enlarged its organization
and moved into a new plant. Mr.
Haller’s position was that of chief
accountant in active charge of the
Cost Department. This organiza
tion, since it manufactured all parts
of its intricate machines, had a most
efficient cost system. The account
ing experience, therefore, which
Mr. Haller gained was most valu
able.
In September, 1917, Mr. Haller,
having at this time finished the Pace
Accountancy Course at the Brook
lyn Central Y.M.C.A., resigned his
position with the Telautograph
Corporation and entered the em
ploy of the New York banking
house of Brown Brothers & Com
pany as an accountant. It was not
long before Mr. Haller’s abilities
were rewarded by a promotion to
important managerial duties.
At
the present time, he is assistant au
ditor in charge of the Auditing De
partment.
Mr. Haller’s success, young
though he is, reveals several out
standing facts, some of which need
to be constantly brought to the no
tice of young men who aspire to
make good in business. He sys
tematically made ready for advance
ment by means of overtime study
and thereby made advancement in
evitable. He developed the capacity
for persistent, systematic effort.
He made it a point during his ad
justment period to steer a midway
course between remaining in a rou
tine position too long and making
frequent and unnecessary changes
of jobs. He saw to it that a change
always meant a promotion. Realiz
ing that Modern Business requires
cooperative effort, he became a
good team worker, whether as a
staff worker or as an executive.
And, possibly most important of all,
he showed by word and deed that
he liked other people and respected
them; for that reason, he, in turn,
has always enjoyed the liking and
esteem of his associates—a recip
rocal relationship that always
means much to any young man who
aspires to such heavy responsibili
ties of management as seem to be
in store for Mr. Haller.

Who's
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Our
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System
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ernment
By
Franklin
M. Clark,
A.B.,LL.B.,
Law
Faculty,
Pace
Institute

ATHOUGH we of
L
authority solely from a grant there
the United States
ace tudent of by the people of the states, it
of America consti
follows that it possesses no author
March, 1921
tute a single na
ity except such as they have actu
tion, for many pur
ally conferred upon it; that inas
poses one and undivided, it much as the Constitution of the United States
must not be forgotten that we is the evidence of the expression of the people’s
are really a confederation of intention in this regard, therefore, the Fed
forty-eight different sovereign eral Government has no powers except those
ties, called states, each of which is, in many expressly mentioned in the Constitution and
respects, self-governing and wholly indepen those necessarily to be implied therefrom; and
dent, not only of the others, but also of the that all other powers have been retained by the
central government as well. The Federal and individual states and the people thereof for
state governments are each supreme in their their exclusive enjoyment. This principle was
respective spheres, and the purpose of this confirmed by the Tenth Amendment, which
article is to describe, in a very brief and gen states that “ the powers not delegated to the
eral way, what the separate sphere of each one United States by the Constitution, nor pro
is, and to trace, historically, the growth and hibited by it to the states, are reserved to the
development of the idea which lies at the basis states respectively, or to the people.”
of the system.
It will be easier to understand the spirit of
Many uninformed persons simply take it for our Constitution and the relations of the states
granted that our National Government came to the Federal Government if we pause now
into existence somehow, as a matter of course, for a few moments to trace briefly the progress
without thought of whence it came or from of events preceding and during the War of the
what it derived its authority. Having author Revolution—events which finally culminated in
ity, it must have derived it from some source. the adoption of the Constitution.
Prior to that struggle, there existed on the con
That source is the free will and consent of the
people of the states comprising the Union, as tinent of North America thirteen colonies, which
expressed in their written compact, called the had been established under the authority of the
Constitution of the United States. At the time Government of Great Britain. Politically speak
of the Revolutionary War, the thirteen col ing, these colonies had never been united with
onies were by mutual consent united into a each other in a confederation, but each existed
confederation for purposes of mutual protec as a distinct unit, separate and apart from all the
tion and the advancement of the general wel others; but while thus independent of each other,
fare. In order the more effectually to accom each was more or less a dependency of the
plish these purposes, they subsequently adopted, British Crown, to which it owed and acknowl
the Constitution, by the terms of which the edged exclusive allegiance. While some of the
people of each state voluntarily consented to colonies possessed some measure of self-govern
the establishment of a common government ment in regulating matters which were purely
whose authority in certain respects should be local and were of peculiar interest and impor
exclusive of, and supreme over, all the indi tance only to the particular colony concerned,
the home government in England exercised ex
vidual members of the confederation.
The supreme and exclusive authority thus clusive control over all external matters; as,
vested in the Federal Government was limited for instance, colonial commerce with foreign
to all matters involving the general welfare of nations, making war and declaring peace, taxa
the states and their citizens as a whole; as, for tion, etc.; and to the home government each
instance, relations with foreign governments, colony looked for protection.
However, in 1774, shortly prior to the war and
regulation of foreign commerce, declaring war
on, and making peace with, foreign nations. the consequent establishment of independence,
Federal authority also extended over matters the colonies, perceiving that trouble was immi
involving the relations of the states and their nent, and realizing the need of closer union
people with each other; as, for instance, inter among themselves for mutual protection against
state commerce and disputes between states. the common danger and for promoting the gen
But, as regards matters which were purely eral welfare of all, instituted the so-called Con
local and personal to each state and of no con tinental Congress. This body, which was com
cern to the others, each state reserved the ex posed of delegates from the colonies, they
clusive right to manage for itself; as, for exam clothed with supreme authority in certain mat
ple, taxation for state purposes. This idea ters vitally connected with the common welfare,
must be clearly grasped, as it is the controlling such as taking needed measures for the common
idea that lies at the very foundation of our defense, raising and equipping an army and
navy, authorizing the making of war on Eng
entire system of government.
Another fundamental principle that must be land, raising money, contracting debts and issu
thoroughly comprehended at the outset is that, ing bills of credit therefor for the purpose of
inasmuch as the Federal Government derives its promoting the common welfare in the emer52
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might thereby be lost. And so a
gency at hand, establishing postoffices for handling and transmit
ace tudent convention of delegates from the
states was called and assembled at
ting the mails between the col
March, 1921
Philadelphia, in 1787, “ for the pur
onies, regulating imports from, and
pose of revising the Articles of
exports to, foreign countries—all
these functions of sovereignty, most of which Confederation, and reporting to Congress and
had previously been exercised solely by the the several legislatures such alterations and
( Continued)
Crown without necessarily consulting the will provisions therein as shall, when" agreed to in
of the people, we now find transferred to a Congress and confirmed by the states, render
governing body created by the will of the the Federal Government adequate to the exi
people. In other words, upon the fulfilment of gencies of government and the preservation of
independence, the principle that the people the Union.” The plan of our present Consti
owed allegiance to no authority except such as tution was soon adopted by the Convention and
they themselves voluntarily created and recog ratified by all the states, and in 1789 the new
Government went into effect. The spirit and
nized became firmly established.
When these colonies finally severed the cords significance of the new Constitution are clearly
that bound them to the mother country, they revealed in the simple and beautiful language
became transformed into thirteen separate gov of its preamble, “ We, the people of the United
ernments, or states, each of which was wholly States, in order to form a more perfect Union,
self-governing and independent of the others, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility,
except in so far as each had voluntarily sur provide for the common defense, promote the
rendered to the common authority, for the sake general welfare, and secure the blessings of
of the common good and welfare, a certain por liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain
tion of its freedom of action, as above described. and establish this Constitution for the United
Each state, however, regarded itself as supreme, States of America.”
The same general scheme of government pre
and entitled to complete liberty of control in all
matters of local concern not affecting the com viously existing was preserved, but greatly
mon interests of all; thus, we see clearly de augmented strength was thereby given to the
fined the development of the idea of a dual authority of the central government, and the
Union was firmly cemented.
system of government.
We have now reached the point where we
In order to strengthen the alliance thus formed
and to define more clearly the powers and func are ready to consider that historic document
tions of the central government, the states more in detail. As already stated, the Federal
adopted, in 1781, a written agreement, called the Government possesses only those powers which
Articles of Confederation, which preserved the are expressly and impliedly conferred upon it,
same general scheme of government previously and we will therefore now proceed to learn
existing. Under these articles, the Congress what some of those powers are.
Some of the more important express powers
(then called the Federal Congress) continued
to exercise the powers of a general government, granted for the purpose of increasing national
whose acts were theoretically binding on all solidarity are: (1) to lay and collect taxes,
the states, and did so until the subsequent adop duties, and to pay the debts and provide for the
common defense and general welfare of the
tion of the Constitution a few years later.
Unfortunately, however, as a working ar United States; (2) to borrow money; (3) to
rangement, this Confederation, the war being regulate commerce with foreign nations and
over, did not prove a great success. Now that among the several states; (4) to coin money
the fear of the common danger was removed, and regulate the value thereof; (5) to establish
petty quarrels and jealousies arose between the post-offices and post-roads; (6) to declare war,
states, which bade fair to tear them asunder. raise and support armies, provide and maintain
Furthermore, the central government, while a navy, etc.; (7) to make all laws which shall
having authority to manage the affairs of the be necessary and proper for carrying into exe
Union, was practically impotent to enforce its cution the foregoing powers, and all other pow
decrees on the member states, and was equally ers vested by the Constitution in the Govern
weak in its ability properly to administer rela ment of the United States or in any department
tions with foreign countries. Foreign com or officer thereof. Furthermore, it is provided
merce was in a sadly demoralized state, owing that the Federal Government shall have power
to the Government’s inability to uphold its to make treaties and to admit new states into
the Union, and that no state shall enter into any
rights against the nations of Europe.
In this state of affairs, the wise men of the treaty, alliance, or confederation, or coin money.
Not only has Congress the express powers
time realized keenly that unless something were
done greatly to strengthen the hands of the thus enumerated, as well as others not quoted,
central government, the Union would be in but it possesses also such implied powers as
danger of going to pieces, and all the blessings may be necessary and proper for carrying into
of freedom and independence which had been execution the express ones and making them
won at the cost of so much blood and treasure effective.
[Forward to page 57
53
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THIS Department
books in the name of Company B,
does not publish
ace tudent there will be a corresponding ac
answers to all of
count payable on Company B’s
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books in the name of Corporation
the questions re
ceived, but only to those which A. In order to show the true state of fact with
we deem to be of general in respect to receivables and payables of the own
terest to our readers. A com ers of both companies, it will be necessary to
munication, in order to receive eliminate these inter-company articulating ac
attention, must contain the name and the ad counts.
The same principle applies with respect to
dress of the person asking the question.
surplus. Corporation A, on the basis of its own
ILL you please inform me how the Sur Balance Sheet, has a surplus of $200,000. It
Q
plus is arrived at in the Consolidated owns 90 per cent. of Company B stock. There
fore, Corporation A also owns 90 per cent. of
Balance Sheet shown below? Also, the reason
for showing $10,000 capital stock, Company B, the $75,000 Company B surplus; in other words,
and $7,500 Surplus, while no similar item for Corporation A owns, actually, $67,500 of Com
Company C is shown in the consolidated fig pany B surplus. Corporation A owns 100 per
cent. of Company C stock; therefore, it must
ures?
stand 100 per cent. of Company C’s deficit, or
The Balance Sheets follow:
$25,000. Corporation A owns all of the capital
stock of Company C, valued at par at $50,000,
CORPORATION A (PARENT COMPANY)
for which, however, it paid only $47,500. If
Balance Sheet as at December 31, 1916
we eliminate the $50,000 on the right-hand side
Liabilities and Capital
Capital Stock............. $1,000,000
Capital Assets.............. $ 950,000
of Company C’s Balance Sheet for this item,
Capital Liabilities...
100,000
Stock of Subsidiary
we must also eliminate a corresponding $50,000
Current Liabilities..
35,000
Corporations:
200,000
Company B at par
90,000 Surplus..............................
on the left-hand side of Corporation A’s Bal
Company C at 95
47,500
Current Assets.............
247,500
ance Sheet. But Corporation A’s Balance Sheet
$1,335,000
$1,335,000
only shows $47,500 on the left-hand side for
this item; therefore, on Corporation A’s Bal
COMPANY B (SUBSIDIARY COMPANY)
ance Sheet, we can only write off Stock of Sub
Balance Sheet as at December 31, 1916
sidiary Corporations, $47,500, and must increase
Liabilities and Capital
Corporation A’s surplus by the other $2,500.
Capital Stock............. $ 100,000
Capital Assets.............. $ 230,000
125,000
Current Assets.............
70,000 Current Liabilities..
The make-up of Corporation A’s surplus, as
Surplus..........................
75,000
shown by the Consolidated Balance Sheet, is,
$ 300,000
$ 300,000
therefore, as follows:
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A Surplus, per A’s Balance Sheet.................................................. $200,000
Add:
A’s share of B’s surplus (90 per cent. of $75,000)..............
67,500

COMPANY C (SUBSIDIARY COMPANY)

Balance Sheet as at December 31, 1916
Assets
Capital Assets.............. $
Current Assets.............
Deficit...............................

50,000
95,000
25,000

Liabilities and Capital
Capital Stock............. $
50,000
Capital Liabilities...
40,000
Current Liabilities. .
80,000

Deduct:
A’s share of C’s deficit (100 per cent. of $25,000)..............

$ 170,000

$ 170,000

Add:
Credit necessary to write off from A’s Balance Sheet,
investment in Company C’s stock (par value of
stock, $50,000, minus value at which carried on A’s
books, $47,500)...............................................................................

CORPORATION A AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

Assets
Liabilities and Capital
Capital Assets.............. $1,230,000 Capital Liabilities... $ 140,000
Current Assets.............
412,500 Current Liabilities..
240,000
Capital Stock
B.................. $10,000
Surplus.........
7,500
------------17,500
Capital Stock A......... 1,000,000
Surplus..........................
245,000

A

2,500

Total Consolidated Surplus belonging to Corpora
tion A Interests.................................................................... $245,000

Consolidated Balance Sheet as at December 31, 1916

$1,642,500

25,000
$242,500

$1,642,500

The basic idea behind a Consolidated Bal
ance Sheet is the elimination of all value dupli
cations. For example, in the case cited, Cor
poration A and Company B are, with the ex
ception of a small minority holding in Com
pany B, owned by the same interests. If there
is an account receivable on Corporation A’s
54

The Consolidated Balance Sheet must also
show the total outstanding capital-stock inter
ests. In the case under review, there was out
standing $1,000,000 of Corporation A stock, and
there was outstanding of Company B stock,
exclusive of the inter-company holdings (which,
as we have explained, must be eliminated), $10,000. This $10,000 is entitled to 10 per cent. of
Company B’s surplus, or $7,500. Therefore, we
must show on the Consolidated Balance Sheet
the total minority interest, $17,500, since that
is the amount outstanding in the hands of the
people other than the owners of Corporation A.

all jobs completed, and an entry
can be passed on the general books
crediting the Cost Ledger Control
March, 1921
Account and debiting some appro
hands of other people. Therefore, no minority priate account, such as Cost of Goods Sold.
Discretion should be used in attempting to
( Continued) interest in Company C appears on the Consoli
dated Balance Sheet; and since, in the consoli install a Job Cost System, as such a system may
dation of the Balance Sheets, Company C’s entail a volume of work not commensurate with
stock, as shown on Company C’s Balance Sheet, results which would be obtained.
has been offset against the item of Investment
IF the advertising of a company is large Q
in Company C’s stock, as shown on Corporation
enough to warrant a Ledger Heading “ Ad
A’s Balance Sheet, there is no balance left to
vertising Expense,” is it proper to charge to
show on the Consolidated Balance Sheet.
this account such items as mail campaigns (by
which I mean circularization) and printed mat
WOULD
be
very
grateful
if
you
would
give
Q
me a few suggestions on the general prin ter, such as pamphlets or leaflets illustrating
ciples involved in keeping costs under a Job and describing the apparatus to be sold; or
Cost System. I have in mind the possible in should the items be charged to “ Selling Ex
stallation of a Job Cost System in connection pense,” on the ground that they are aids to the
Selling Department, and that only magazine
with the construction of aeroplanes.
Each job is assigned a number. Labor costs advertising and newspaper and trade-paper ad
A
with respect to each job are collected on time- vertising are properly chargeable to “ Adver
tickets. Material costs with respect to each tising Expense ”? The point at issue is that the
job are collected on requisitions. These time- Advertising Manager does not desire these
tickets and requisitions are posted to cost sheets expenses charged to his appropriation; the
for the various jobs. These cost sheets, in Sales Manager insists that they are advertis
effect, represent separate Ledger accounts for ing items, and that charging “ Selling Expense ”
each job, and can be considered as a Subsidiary inflates an account which he contends should
Ledger, the labor and material entries consti only carry such items as salesmen’s salaries,
tuting debits to each job.
commissions, traveling, and other straight sell
On the General Ledger, a Cost Ledger Control ing expenses. It has been suggested that a
Account can be raised. The Cost Ledger Con third account be provided under some such
trol Account can be debited in summary form name as “ Sales Promotion Expense.” It ap
with the details entered on the cost sheets. pears to me, however, that if such an account
Thus, at the end of each week, an entry could were established, it would become the dump
be passed charging Cost Ledger Control Ac ing ground for items the burden of which
count and crediting Accrued Pay-roll Account neither the Advertising Manager nor the Sales
for the amount of the productive pay-roll. At Manager wishes to bear.
the end of the month, an entry could be passed
We could not answer your question without A
charging Cost Ledger Control Account and making a detailed study of your organization
crediting the stockroom with the value of mate and having consultations with all of the people
rial used on jobs, as shown by a summary of involved. Accounts are kept for the purpose
requisitions.
of furnishing necessary managerial informa
Overhead can be charged to one or more tion, and it must be a matter of definite organi
separate Overhead accounts on the General zation policy and not a matter of accounting
Ledger. At periodic intervals, the amount of to determine whether Advertising Expense is
overhead applying to each specific job can be to be charged against the appropriation for ad
entered on the Job Cost Sheet in the Subsid vertising or the appropriation of the depart
iary Ledger, and a summary entry can be ments under the jurisdiction of the Sales Mana
passed on the general books crediting Overhead ger. Since expenses of the department under
Account or accounts and debiting Cost Ledger the jurisdiction of the Advertising Manager
Control Account.
and the department under the jurisdiction of
When a job is completed, notation can be the Sales Manager are both selling expenses,
made on the cost sheet and the cost sheet can it becomes merely a question as to which de
be removed from the Cost Ledger. This pro partment should be charged with a particular
cedure, in effect, constitutes a credit to the job- item, and is a question which can only be an
cost sheet in the Subsidiary Cost Ledger. At swered by some one in authority in your organi
the month-end, a recapitulation can be made of zation.

Students' For the same reason, since Cor
Questions poration A owns all of the stock of
and Company C, there is no stock of
Answers Company C outstanding in the
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than money—the assets of developed mentality,
personality, and character. Take the capacity
for cooperative work, for example. Most of
us understand the necessity for cooperation
in modern business and personal relations; but
if we do not invest our knowledge in daily
practice, we are likely to handicap ourselves in
respect to deserved advancement.
The same thing applies to the way in which
we personally serve others with whom we have
business dealings. We may understand what
should be done; but if we are too lazy or indif
ferent to apply our knowledge, there will be no
interest return in the accumulation of business
friendships which will mean much to us per
sonally, and to the firms with which we are
connected.
We may understand thoroughly that it is
necessary for the average young man who hopes,
eventually, to win one of the bigger prizes in
business endeavor to supplement his business
experience by purposeful study. But if he
makes no investment of that knowledge by tak
ing up a course of developmental study and fin
ishing it, the time will come when he will find
it impossible to get out of routine and re
stricted employment.
Illustrations of this principle might be mul
tiplied indefinitely. The main thing for us to
remember is that most of us can develop cer
tain qualities of mentality, personality, and
character, which we can invest at a steadily
accruing interest return.
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T E “ Golden Rule,” set forth in
H
the Bible, has never been im
proved upon as the basic tenet
of sound business philosophy.
Its application, however, is only
about half understood, so far as
the average individual in busi
ness is concerned. The part that
The is understood applies to what we expect from,
“Golden and exact of, those with whom we do business—
Rule” attractive surroundings, consideration, courtesy,
tact, appreciation of us as individuals with
regard even for our peculiarities, crotchets, and
foibles.
The part that is not so well understood is
that if we expect the above from others, we
must do the same things in respect to our rela
tions with them. We must often suppress our
own views for the sake of yielding to the whims
of others. We must make sure that in every
thing that we think, do, and say, we show others
that we are thinking of their satisfaction and
personal interest. In other words, just as we
demand fundamental courtesy of others, just
so we must make sure that we accord courtesy
ourselves—and not only courtesy, but honesty
and real service. This is the “ Golden Rule ”
completely interpreted—a rule that makes for
individual development and business growth
wherever it is adopted.

Editorial

Idle
Invest
ments

DLE investments!” We often hear this
term in connection with funds which are
bringing in little or no interest return.
good financier is the one who keeps his funds
at work drawing interest and rendering service
of some kind. On the other hand, the poor
financier is the one who realizes little or nothing
on his investments.
The same principle applies to other assets

I

NYBODY can tear down. It is the easiest Unjust
thing in the world to pick flaws in the Criticism
other fellow’s handiwork. And, generally, the
less we know and the more mediocre our per
sonal achievements, the more loud-voiced we
are when it comes to bruiting abroad what’s
wrong with a thing. Look where you will, you
hear shallow-pated criticism of plans, methods,
and objectives, till you feel like rising up in
your wrath and laying lustily about you with
whatever weapon is handiest.
Criticism that tears down and then gloats
gleefully over the debris is one thing. Criti
cism that weighs and appraises for the pur
pose of improvement is quite a different thing.
Modern business has no place for the man or
the woman who merely carps and cavils at what
Ahas been done; but it lends a willing ear to who
ever makes suggestions that look to managerial
efficiency, even though a scrapping of present
methods be involved. Don’t find fault unless
you have something better to present; and re
member that it is only the anointed few whose
ideas are usually logic-tight.

A
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For instance, take the power to
“ establish ” post-offices.
It was
once contended that this meant sim
ply to erect or point out and not
to build up, manage, and operate a
postal system in all its details. But
this power to establish has been
construed as including the implied
( Concluded) powers of carrying the mails and
making contracts therefor, employ
ing postal carriers, fixing rates of
postage, prescribing postal rules
and regulations, punishing those
who interfere with, or steal, the
mails, purchasing land and erecting
buildings for postal purposes, and,
in short, doing everything necessary
and appropriate for the creation and
management of the complete postal
system.
Again, take the power to “ regu
late ” foreign and interstate com
merce.
What does “ regulate ”
mean? It has been construed as
meaning, for instance, the promul
gation of laws governing our com
mercial relations with foreign na
tions and those of the states with
each other, prescribing rules of
navigation, rules regulating the ad
mission of ships of other nations
into our ports, the laying of embar
goes on ocean commerce in times
of necessity, the making of quaran
tine and pilotage laws, the construc
tion and maintenance of lighthouses
and beacons, the establishment and
maintenance of coast-guard stations
and a life-saving service, making
coast surveys, and so forth. To be
sure, none of these powers is ex
pressly mentioned in the Constitu
tion; but how could Congress prop
erly “ regulate ” commerce unless
it could lawfully perform such acts ?
Again, take the express power to
declare war and to raise and sup
port armies. Properly to accom
plish these ends, Congress must and
does have by implication the power
to manufacture or otherwise ac
quire all kinds of munitions of war,
to pass laws for the enforcement of
the rights of the United States and
its citizens; as, for example, the
confiscation of property of enemy
aliens and the establishment of
barred zones to such aliens. And
yet, none of these rights is men
tioned by name in the Constitution.
Again, the Constitution does not
give the United States Government
the express power to make con
tracts, or to sue; and yet it pos
sesses these powers by implication,
for without them it could not prop
erly or legally perform the func
tions expressly delegated to it.
A liberal, rather than a narrow,
construction of the Constitution has
resulted in the holding that Con
gress has many other powers not
expressly mentioned, the necessity
and propriety of which are not so
apparent at first glance as those al
ready described.
For example, in 1791, an act was

Our
Dual
System
of Gov
ernment
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proposed in Congress to incorpo
rate a national bank. Now, neither
the power to create a corporation
nor to establish a bank of any sort
is expressly mentioned in the Con
stitution. If the power to do so
exists at all, it must be because
such an institution is a necessary
and proper means of carrying into
effect some power expressly given.
Congress does possess the express
powers of levying and collecting
taxes, borrowing money, regulat
ing commerce, declaring and con
ducting war, and raising and main
taining armies and navies, and cer
tainly a bank is a highly useful in
strument for the accomplishment
of those ends, as well as for the
proper regulation of currency; by
such an institution, Government
funds can be more conveniently
handled and made more immedi
ately accessible in times of sudden
emergency. On such grounds, the
constitutionality of the Bank Act
was upheld.
Again, nowhere in the Constitu
tion is it expressly declared that
Congress shall have power to ac
quire new territory and add it to
the Union. Now, in the year 1803,
France owned a large portion of
that vast territory extending from
the Mississippi River to the Rocky
Mountains and from Canada to the
Gulf of Mexico, called Louisiana;
and in that year, the United States
entered into a treaty with France,
by the terms of which we agreed
to purchase this territory for $15,000,000, and to admit its inhabi
tants into the Union with all the
privileges and immunities of our
own citizens.
The constitutional
right of Congress to conclude this
purchase was seriously questioned,
and if it existed at all, it did so
by implication only.
The right was upheld, however,
on the following grounds:
Con
gress has express power to make
war upon and to conclude treaties
with foreign nations; now a com
mon provision of a treaty of peace
is that the defeated nation shall
cede territory to the victor; there
fore, Congress has the implied
right to acquire new territory by
conquest. This being the case, it
seems to follow, necessarily, that
it possesses power to acquire by
purchase.
When we reach this
point, and consider the added fact
that Congress has the express
power to admit new states into the
Union, we can readily understand
the force of the argument by which
the validity of that purchase was
upheld. It is fortunate that this
view has prevailed, because the
Louisiana Purchase, more than al
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most any other single event, has had
a most important influence in shap
ing our destinies and establishing
our power as a nation. This right
was again exercised, in 1819, when
we purchased Florida from Spain
for $5,000,000; and again, in 1867,
when we acquired Alaska from Rus
sia for $7,200,000.
Take another instance; in the
year 1807, during the presidency of
Thomas Jefferson, our ocean com
merce was suffering severely at the
hands of some of the nations of
Europe, then engaged in war with
each other.
Accordingly, it was
proposed to lay an unlimited em
bargo on our own shipping. The
right of Congress to take such a
step was disputed on the ground
that it was nowhere mentioned in
the Constitution, and since we our
selves were not at war, it was there
fore not a war measure. But its
legality was upheld as being a nec
essary and proper means of exer
cising the express power to regu
late commerce with foreign nations,
because one method of regulating
it is to suspend it during an emer
gency, for the sake of the common
good, and of preserving the safety
and promoting the welfare of the
Union.
Many other illustrations could,
of course, be mentioned, but suffi
cient have been given to demon
strate the principles
involved.
When it becomes necessary to de
cide whether a certain power be
longs to the state or Federal Gov
ernment, we must first determine
whether it is expressly or impliedly
granted by the Constitution; if so,
it belongs to the Federal Govern
ment; if not, it belongs exclusively
to the individual states, unless pro
hibited to them.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The firm of Pace & Pace an
nounces the admission to the
partnership of

Charles T. Bryan, C.P.A.
who has been Manager of its
Accountancy practice for sev
eral years. Mr. Bryan will
continue to give immediate
supervision to Accountancy
practice and to the technical
accounting matters that arise in
the various activities of the
firm.
30 Church Street, New York
February 1, 1921
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INCE completing
the study of the
Pace
Standard
ized Courses, it
has been my good
fortune to be
come associated
with a large man
ufacturing
con
cern. As my por
tion of the ac
counting work has been to write up
new Plant Ledgers from an ap
praisal report, and to bring these
Ledgers up to date, I have chosen
“ The Appraisal and Control of
Tangible Capital Assets ” as the
subject of this thesis.
Appraisal of property is a class
of work which comes more nearly
within the scope of expert engi
neers than it does within that of
accountants, yet it may form the
basis upon which that part of the
accounting record dealing with cap
ital assets may be founded. It is,
therefore, an important subject for
consideration by accountants.
For the purposes of this thesis,
the word “ appraisal ” may be de
fined as an inspection and inven
torying of capital assets, with a
view of determining their condition
and their value in the light of in
formation available to the ap
praiser. In general, there are three
reasons for having a physical ap
praisal made of tangible capital as
sets. In the first instance, the ap
praisal may be made on behalf of
an outside party or on behalf of
the organization itself, for the pur
pose of ascertaining a reasonable
value upon which the purchase or
sale of the company may be based.
In the second instance, the ap
praisal may be made on behalf of
the owners or directors of the or
ganization, for the purpose of cor
recting accounting errors which
may have occurred in the past.
These accounting errors would, or
dinarily, consist in charging re
placements and renewals to asset
accounts, in charging additions to
expense account, in failure properly
to record retirements of fixed as
sets, and in charging off deprecia
tion at excessive rates or at insuf
ficient rates. In the third instance,
the appraisal may be made on be
half of the owners or directors of
the organization, for the purpose
of establishing the book values to
correspond with current prices.
The soundness of adjusting the
book values to agree with the ap
praisal values, under these circum
stances, is questioned by account
ants and business men in general;
especially, if the profit, in case the
appraisal values are higher than the
book values, is taken into the books.
If such unrealized profit is taken
into the accounts, it should be held
separately and not combined with
the profit or Surplus Account, as
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to do so might mislead people in
judging the earning power of the
company, or it might be an induce
ment to the directors to declare
dividends and pay out money to the
stockholders which would cripple
the operations of the firm. There
is time enough to take the increase
in value of the assets into the ac
counts after the assets are sold and
the profit therefrom actually real
ized.
So far as the effect of the ap
praisal on the book accounts goes,
if the appraisal is made for the
purchase or sale of a business, its
effect will, of course, be shown at
the time the transaction is recorded.
If the appraisal is made for the
purpose of correcting errors in ac
counting which have occurred, it is
desirable to make the necessary ad
justments on the books, but care
must be taken to see that any ad
justments made are in accordance
with good accounting practice.
Good accounting practice will de
mand that additional assets set up
on the books be taken in at their
original cost less estimated depre
ciation, and not necessarily at cur
rent cost to reproduce valuations.
For the purpose of discussion,
let us assume that a large corpora
tion is contemplating the purchase
or taking control of another cor
poration.
As a basis upon which to make
negotiations, it would be necessary
to take an inventory of all raw
material, work in process of manu
facture, and finished goods, or, in
case a perpetual inventory is kept,
those values could be used and the
expense of taking an inventory
would be saved. It would be ad
visable, however, to have a physi
cal appraisal of all the tangible
capital assets made by a staff of
disinterested expert engineers, as
these assets may be incorrectly
valued upon the company’s books,
due to lack of care, depreciation,
obsolescence, or increase in value
of various items, such as buildings,
machinery, equipment, etc.
The company whose assets are
being appraised may have a num
ber of branch or subsidiary plants
and offices. However, it will not
be necessary to discuss all plants,
as the principles used apply to all,
and one plant will serve for the
purpose of illustration better than
several.
It would be necessary to ap
praise each plant separately, and
then make up a report at the engi
neer’s office from the data thus se
cured much in the same way that
an audit is made and a report writ
ten up. The appraisers should go
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over everything very carefully, tak
ing an inventory, inspecting and ap
praising all items of tangible capi
tal assets.
Intangible capital assets, inven
tories of raw materials, work in
process, finished goods, and any
materials or supplies connected
with the manufacture of, or com
prised in, the manufactured prod
ucts, or perishable tools and
equipment are taken care of in
the inventories and books of ac
count and will, therefore, not be
included in this discussion.
Let us assume that the appraisal
is to be made as at the close of the
present month. The values should
be based on the average prices of
material and labor as at the current
date. No allowance should be in
cluded for working capital or any
intangible values, such as good-will,
trade names, etc., as they should be
handled in separate accounts if
they are considered of value.
The allowance for depreciation
should be based upon observed
physical conditions, and should rep
resent the cost of restoring the
buildings and equipment to one
hundred per-centum condition.
The machinery and equipment
should also be valued in considera
tion of what it is worth to a going
concern, and not on the basis of
the realizable value in case of a
forced sale (unless a forced sale
is contemplated). Thus, machinery
which is practically commercially
obsolete, but still in use, may be
valued at its probable worth to the
company.
In order to facilitate the work of
appraising the assets and preparing
the report thereof, it is necessary
to decide upon a definite classifica
tion system under which all items
may be grouped according to their
character. A suitable classification
may be as follows: Land, Build
ings, Machinery, Factory Equip
ment, Electrical Equipment, Pipe
and Fittings, Power-plant Equip
ment, Transmission, Furniture and
Fixtures, Yard and Transportation.
Each of these classifications could
be sub-classified, and the items
shown as being located in certain
buildings.
In the report, each plant should
be described in general as to loca
tion, number of acres of land and
boundaries, railroad and shipping
facilities, general construction of
buildings (heating, lighting, plumb
ing, fire protection, use, and general
condition), manufacturing equip
ment (kinds and condition of ma
chinery and equipment), source of
power, manufactured products, and
process of manufacture.
This description should be sup
ported by a map showing the lay
out of the land, streets, railroads,
railroad sidings, buildings, outside
structures, etc.
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This general classification should
show the total Cost of Reproduc
tion New Value, based on current
rent prices, the Depreciated Value,
which is the estimated worth, or
the remainder after deducting the
depreciation from the cost of re
production new value, and the In
surable Value, which represents the
amount an insurance company
(Continued) would insure the property for.
These values should be shown for
each plant, and the total for all
plants, thus making a condensed
summary of all assets appraised.
After showing the valuation of
the plants collectively, each should
be shown separately, and the items
classified into the divisions before
stated; namely, Land, Buildings,
Machinery, Factory Equipment,
Electrical Equipment, Pipe and
Fittings, Power-plant Equipment,
Transmission, Furniture and Fix
tures, Yard, and Transportation.
The cost of reproduction new value,
the depreciated value, and the insur
able value should be shown for each
classification, and the totals for the
plant.
Organization and Legal Expen
ses, Engineering and Supervision,
Interest, Taxes and Insurance dur
ing construction, and contingencies
equaling, as the case may be, 10 per
cent., 12½ per cent. or 15 per cent.
of the above classifications, should
be added to the total of the above
classifications, and the sum should
equal the total value of the plant
as shown in the summary statement.
The above-mentioned classifica
tions should be subdivided, and the
cost of reproduction new value,
the depreciated value, and the in
surable value shown for each build
ing which contains items falling
within the classification.
The sum of the values for each
building under any classification
should equal the values as shown
for that particular classification.
Under each building should be
listed all the items classified under
the particular classification being
considered, and the estimated worth
or appraised value of each item
shown. The total value of the
items of any particular classifica
tion listed under any building
should equal the Depreciated Value
of those items as shown for that
particular building.
A discussion of the classifications
above named will now be taken up,
so that the reader may more fully
understand what items are included
in each.
Land. The asset “ Land ” should
be described very specifically in
respect to location, boundaries, etc.,
so that the land could be readily
identified in comparison with the
records thereof held in the office
of the Registrar of Deeds. Under
ordinary circumstances, the land
would be valued at cost, but under
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circumstances such as the case un
der consideration, when the ap
praisal is being made with a view
of realization, it should be valued
at its present market value, based
on current prices.
Buildings.
There are usually
several separate or adjoining build
ings comprising each plant, and
they may, therefore, be numbered
and given names appropriate to
their use; as, for example, Build
ing No. 1; Power House, No. 2;
Still House, No. 3; Stack, No. 4;
Factory, No. 5; Warehouse, No. 6;
Office, etc.
Each building should be described
quite carefully as to the following
points: number of stories, material
used in its construction, kind of
roof, dimensions of buildings (in
feet and inches), number of square
feet of ground-floor area, number
of square feet of total floor area,
number of cubic feet of volume,
excavation, foundation walls, super
structure (above foundation) walls,
exterior and interior paint, floors,
columns, trusses, roof framing and
covering, windows and doors, heat
ing, lighting, plumbing, fire protec
tion, elevators, and general condi
tion. All of the above-mentioned
description may not be applied to
all or any one building. Neverthe
less, a clear mental picture should
be given of each building.
The estimated cost of reproduc
tion new value, the depreciated
value, and the insurable value
should be shown for each building.
Machinery. The machinery and
other assets, as previously stated,
should be shown under the sub
classifications or in the various
buildings separately.
For each
building should be shown the total
cost of reproduction new, depreci
ated, and insurable values of all
the machinery located in the build
ing. The sum totals of all build
ings should equal the total values
of machinery for the entire plant.
The various machines in each
building should be listed and de
scribed definitely enough for future
identification purposes.
If the machines have thereto
fore been given numbers for iden
tification purposes and to facilitate
making charges thereto, these
numbers should be included in the
description, as it will greatly facili
tate charging additions and im
provements in the Plant Ledgers
described hereafter. The estimated
worth or appraised value of each
machine should be shown, and the
total thereof should equal the de
preciated value as shown for that
building. This is true of all other
asset items.
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Factory Equipment. Under fac
tory Equipment should be classed
all items of equipment other than
machinery.
The distinction between items
classed under machinery and items
classed under factory equipment is
that machinery includes all ma
chines used directly in the manufac
ture of the company’s products,
while factory equipment includes
large tools and other items, such
as lockers, work-benches, scales,
wheelbarrows, hand trucks, tanks,
time-clocks, time-card racks, black
smith’s equipment, torches, welding
equipment, and various kinds of
other miscellaneous equipment. If
small tools, such as hammers,
wrenches, chisels, etc., are in
cluded under Factory Equipment,
they would all be grouped under
one item and shown in one amount.
Electrical Equipment.
Under
this classification should be in
cluded all electric motors, gener
ators, switchboards, conduit and
wiring for motors and generators,
and other similar items, but should
not include any part of the elec
tric-lighting system, as that is a
part of the buildings and is in
cluded in the value of the build
ings, being real property and not
trade fixtures.
Each motor and
generator should be separately and
definitely described and valued.
Pipe and Fittings. This classi
fication includes pipe and fittings
used for transmitting steam, as
phalt, oil, gas, or other fluid sub
stances to the machines throughout
the plant, where they are used in
the manufacture of the finished
product. It does not, however, in
clude the pipes and fittings which
compose the heating, plumbing, and
fire-protection systems, as these
are real property, and are included
in the value of the buildings.
Although it is sometimes done,
it seems superfluous to list, de
scribe, and value each piece of pipe
and fitting separately. A better
method would be to list each pipe
line separately, and in the descrip
tion, if so desired, each piece of
pipe and fitting could be listed and
described briefly, giving name and
size. The fittings would include
stuffing boxes, crosses, tees, ells,
unions, plugs, bushings, valves, etc.
Power-plant Equipment.
This
classification should include such
items as boilers and accessories,
pumps, steam and exhaust pipe and
fittings, coal elevators, stokers,
engines, blower fans, etc. Each
item should be carefully described
and its value estimated. It is also
well to include in the description
for boilers, pumps, blowers, and
engines, the numbers by which they
have previously been identified.
Care should be exercised not to
value the boilers too high, as they
may be badly burned or rusted out,
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and the real condition not easily
estimated with accuracy.
An instance comes to the writer’s
mind in which a boiler was esti
mated to be worth $3,250 and which
was sold six months later for $300.
The extremely low price was partly
accounted for by the fact that the
purchaser agreed to tear down and
remove the boiler. However, the
greater part of the difference was
due to carelessness upon the part
of the appraisers.
Another in
stance of over valuation was dis
covered, in which an invoice
showed the purchase of a new elec
tric motor the day before the ap
praisal for $225, and the estimated
value as shown by the appraisal
was $525.40.
Transmission. This classification
should include all items used in
the transmission of power from
motors and engines to machines,
such as shafting, pillow blocks,
collars, flanged couplings, pulleys,
belts, etc.
Here, again, it would not seem
necessary to list, describe, and
value separately each piece of shaft,
pillow block, collar, coupling, pul
ley, belt, etc., but it would seem to
be accurate enough to list and value
each line shaft separately, and in
the description, to include each
part which makes up the complete
line shaft. When the parts are
listed and valued separately, it is
similar to listing and valuing the
many separate parts of a machine,
which would be considered very
unnecessary.
Furniture and Fixtures.
The
items under this heading are
usually found in one building or
where the office-work is done. It
includes all articles of furniture
and office equipment, such as type
writers, ediphones, letter opening
and sealing and stamping devises,
and all similar items.
Each item should be separately
described and valued. The ques
tion may arise at this point as to
whether the ledger and book bind
ers should be classed as assets and
included in the appraisal, or whether
they should be classed as expense
items the same as office stationery
and supplies. It is the personal
contention of the writer that since
loose-leaf ledgers and book bind
ers, in a large office at least, repre
sent quite a sum of money and may
be used over and over again for
many years, or until worn out, or
may be sold if desired, and because
they are used to hold records the
same as the letter and invoice files,
they should be considered tangible
capital assets, and an adequate per
centage of depreciation charged off
to expense each fiscal period.
Yard. This classification should
include such structures and out
side assets as can not be classed
under any building; as, for example,
fences, drains, culverts, sewers,
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JAMES J. HASTINGS, C.P.A., a
member of the Accounting Faculty
of Pace Institute, New York, has
formed a partnership with James
F. Welch, C.P.A., for the profes
sional practice of Accountancy, un
der the firm name of Welch & Hast
ings, certified public accountants.
The firm will have offices in New
York City, Paterson, N. J., and
Washington, D. C.

sprinkler tank, tower and founda
tion, oil-tanks, water-tanks, coal
conveyors, concrete mixers, railroad
siding, fire hydrants, wells, etc.
Each item should be described and
valued separately. The total of the
individual values should equal the
depreciated value of the classifica
WILLIAM E. HARROLD, a
tion “ Yard.”
Transportation.
This classifica graduate of Pace Institute, Boston,
tion should include equipment used is now a member of the technical
for hauling and transporting, such staff of Hawkins-Merrill, Inc., Bos
as horses, wagons, harnesses, auto ton. Associated with Mr. Harrold
trucks, and pleasure cars. Each in the same firm are the following
item should be definitely described students of Pace Institute, Boston:
and separately valued.
[To be concluded Henry E. Adams, Semester A;
Parker H. Kennedy, Semester B;
and Daniel J. Ryan, Semester D.
TOUCHE, NIVEN & COMPANY,
public accountants, announce that ARTHUR W. GRAEF, LL.B., a
Herbert C. Freeman, • C.P.A., has member of the Law Faculty of Pace
withdrawn, after many years of Institute, New York, and Louis W.
association as a member of the Arnold, Jr., announce their associa
firm, in order to accept a respon tion and the opening of offices for
sible executive position in indus the general practice of Law, under
trial circles. The firm also an the firm name of Graef & Arnold,
nounce that Henry E. Mendes, at 60 Wall Street, New York City.
C.P.A., formerly resident partner
of the Cleveland office, will now be S. E. KRAFT, a student at Pace
come resident partner in New York, Institute, New York (Extension
and that Walter F. Vieh, C.P.A., Division), has been appointed as
has been appointed manager of sistant secretary and treasurer of
the Chatham Savings & Loan Com
the Cleveland office.
pany, Savannah, Georgia.
G. A. RUHL, C.P.A., a graduate
of Pace Institute, New York (Ex IRVING BOSSOWICK, a graduate
of Pace Institute, New York, in
tension Division), has formed a
1918, recently passed all subjects
partnership for the professional
set by the New York State C.P.A.
practice of Accountancy with Cur examinations, and was awarded his
tis F. Scott, who was formerly professional degree.
assistant manager of Marwick,
Mitchell & Company, at the New
Orleans office. The name of the WILLIAM T. MALONE, a gradu
new accounting firm is Scott & ate of Pace Institute, New York,
recently passed the New York State
Ruhl, accountants and auditors.
examinations for Certified Public
Their headquarters are in the Whit Accountant, and was awarded his
ney-Central Building, New Orleans. professional degree.
WILLIAM A. DOERING, a gradu
ate of Pace Institute, Boston, re
cently resigned his position with
the Boston Consolidated Gas Com
pany in order to assume important
executive duties with the Ameri
can Gas Association, an organiza
tion representing four hundred
gas companies situated throughout
the United States.
L. R. WARD and W. B. JERNI
GAN announce that they have
formed a partnership for the pro
fessional practice of Accountancy
in New York City, under the firm
name of Ward & Jernigan, account
ants and tax consultants.
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MISS MARY M. WALSH, a stu
dent in Semester E, Pace Institute,
Boston, is now employed in a book
keeping and accounting capacity by
the Flintkote Roofing Company,
Boston.
MAX FINK, a graduate of Pace In
stitute, New York (Extension Divi
sion), passed the C.P.A. examina
tions set by the state of New York
in June of last year.

E. SCHAY, a graduate of Pace In
stitute, New York (Extension Divi
sion), is the assistant treasurer of
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
New York City.

Errors
in
English
By
Horatio
N. Drury,
A.B.

T E Pace Student,
H
in response to
continued re
quests from many
of its readers,
will publish from
time to time ar
ticles dealing
with common er
rors, grammatical
and rhetorical, in the use of spoken
and written English. This is the
first of a series of such articles.

Feel Bad, Feel Badly
“ Feel bad ” is the correct expres
sion, for the reason that the sub
ject, not the verb, is modified;
hence, an adjective is required.
Precisionists in the use of English
maintain that such adjectives as
“ ill ” or “ indisposed ” are prefer
able to the adjective “bad.” Usage,
however, seems to sanction “ feel
bad,” which may be regarded as an
idiom.
Examples:—I am sorry that you
feel bad.
Henry says that he still feels bad
as a result of his long illness.
We all felt bad at the disquieting
news.
Grace will feel bad at not having
been promoted.
Young authors have often felt bad
when their stories were returned.

In Regards to
“ In regards to ” is always an un
desirable expression, and is never
used by cultured persons. In fact,
there is never any occasion for its
use, since there are many synony
mous expressions which are in good
use, such as, “ in regard to,” “ in
respect to,” “ respecting,” “ regard
ing,” “ concerning,” “ as to,” “ as
regards,” and “as respects.”
Examples:—In regard to errors
in typing, they can, of course, be
avoided.
In respect to capital, remember
that there is an accounting distinc
tion to be borne in mind.
Respecting good books to read,
little advice of a helpful nature can
be given, because of the wide di
vergence in tastes.
Regarding the route to take, much
depends upon the time at your dis
posal.
Concerning the use of illustra
tions, the opinion of an advertising
expert should be sought.
As to the facts in the case, they
are a matter of common knowledge.
As regards the necessity of physi
cal exercise, most of us, I am sure,
are in agreement.
As respects Mr. White’s veracity,
he has always had the reputation of
telling the truth.
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Affect, Effect
“Affect” is always a verb; now
adays it has two main meanings—
to influence or act upon, and to
feign or pretend.
Examples: —Travelers crossing
the desert were grievously affected
by the excessive heat.
The general manager’s talk af
fected all the members of the audi
ence favorably.
He is a man who thinks that, by
affecting an interest in literature,
he will gain the reputation of being
widely read.
Though I affected satisfaction at
the news, I was inwardly much dis
turbed.
“ Effect ” may be used as either
a noun or a verb. When it is used
as a noun, it usually means (1) re
sult, (2) impression left on the
mind, (3) importance, (4) purpose,
or (5) actual meaning.
Examples:—The inevitable effect
of an era of high prices is a gradual
curtailment of the desire to pur
chase.
His speech was plainly delivered
for the purpose of oratorical effect.
The article has been written with
forceful effect.
While I did not use the exact
words you have quoted, I spoke to
that effect, I admit.
The crowd, in effect, is due to the
telegraphic announcements on the
bulletin board.
When “ effect ” is used as a verb,
it means to bring to pass.
Examples:—The thief effected an
entrance into the house by breaking
a lock on a window of the dining
room.
The sale of the goods was easily
effected, because there was a strong
market demand for them.
Two desirable expressions are
“take effect” and “go into effect.”
Examples:—This law will not
take effect till the first of the year.
The new rules regarding the
handling of complaints went into
effect last week.

Posted, Informed
“ Posted ” should generally be
used in connection with such com
mercial matters as bookkeeping and
accounting. It is also correct to
use it in reference to the public
display of names or articles.
“ Posted ” should never be used as
a synonym for “ informed.”
Examples:—The bookkeeper has
not posted his accounts for a month.
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All the items, so far as I can see,
have been accurately posted.
The names of four of the club
members have already been posted
for non-payment of dues.
The section of the by-laws cov
ering the matter at issue has been
posted on the general bulletin
board.
My friend is thoroughly informed
on many abstruse phases of crimi
nal law.
He is an interesting man, because
he is well informed on the customs
of many foreign countries.
I have informed myself upon the
subject to be discussed at our next
literary meeting.

Happen, Transpire
A common error consists in us
ing the verb “ transpire ” for the
verb “ happen.” The two verbs are
not synonyms, for “transpire”
means to leak out or become public.
Examples:—A serious accident
happened, notwithstanding that the
engineers felt sure that they had
taken all reasonable precautions to
insure the safety of the workmen.
It often happens that, when we
meet old friends after the lapse of
years, we view them in a more ap
preciative light than ever before.
The fact that a decision as to the
awarding of the contract had al
ready been reached transpired pre
maturely, because of the careless
ness of a junior clerk.

Lie, Lay
The verbs “ lie ” and “ lay ” are
often incorrectly used by careless
writers and speakers.
The verb
“ lie ” is intransitive—it does not
take an object; its principal parts
are “ lie,” “ lying,” “ lay,” “ lain.”
The verb “ lay ” is transitive—it al
ways takes an object; its principal
parts are “ lay,” “ laying,” “ laid,”
“ laid.”
Examples:—The book lies there
on the table.
The weary man lay down under
a tree to rest.
I have been lying here on the
couch for an hour.
The picnickers had lain down
on the river bank for a brief rest.
Please lay the package on the
table.
We laid our fishing tackle care
fully in the bow of the boat.
The workmen have laid their
picks and shovels near the steps.
The scene of the play is laid in
Spain.
After you have laid the carpet,
you should lie down for a few min
utes.
We have been laying our plans
for a successful year.

Federal
Income
Tax
Returns

N connection with Federal In
come and Profits Tax Returns
ace
to be rendered to the Federal
tax authorities for the year 1920,
March, 1921
the following correspondence with
reference to inventory valuations
and unliquidated claims may be of valued at (a) cost or (b) cost or
interest to readers of The Pace Stu market, as defined in Article 1584
dent. The correspondence repre as amended, whichever is lower
Whichever basis is
sents a copy of a letter which was * * * *
written by the Accountancy Prac adopted must be applied consis
tice Department in reply to an in tently to the entire inventory. A
taxpayer may, regardless of his past
quiry.
practice, adopt the basis of cost or
“ Mr. Homer S. Pace,
market, whichever is lower, for his
“ c/o Messrs. Pace & Pace,
1920 inventory, provided a disclo
“ 30 Church Street,
sure of the fact and that it repre
“ New York City.
sents a change are made in the re
“ Dear Sir:
turn. Thereafter, changes can be
“ I am taking the liberty of writ made only after permission is se
ing you inquiring as to whether a cured from the Commissioner. In
corporation is allowed to charge off ventories should be recorded in a
to Profit and Loss the depreciation legible manner, properly computed
in the inventory during this year.
and summarized, and should be pre
“ I understand that the Tax De
partment does not allow any losses served as a part of the accounting
Goods
to be charged off on merchandise records of the taxpayer.
due to a depreciation in market taken in the inventory which have
value, unless the loss has actually been so intermingled that they can
not be identified with specific in
been sustained through sale.
“ For instance, we bought quite voices will be deemed to be the
a good deal of merchandise which goods most recently purchased.”
“ ‘ Article 1584, Regulations 45,
is still in our title, and find that the
present value of this merchandise as amended by T. D. 3047, is hereby
amended to read as follows: Ar
has dropped almost 50 per cent.
“ Furthermore, some time ago, ticle 1584. Inventories at market.—
ordinary
circumstances,
we shipped a quantity of merchan Under
dise to a concern and were not able ‘ market ’ means the current bid
to collect for this shipment, due to price prevailing at the date of the
the fact that the customer claims inventory for the particular mer
that the merchandise did not come chandise in the volume in which
up to quality. This matter is com ordinarily purchased by the tax
ing up in court, but may not be de payer. This method of valuation
cided until next year. We do not is applicable in the cases (a) of
intend to charge off the entire goods purchased and on hand, (b)
amount owed us by the customer, of basic elements of cost (mate
but would like to inquire as to rials, labor, and burden) in goods
whether we could take the actual in process of manufacture, ana (c)
cost price of this merchandise at of finished goods on hand; exclu
the time we purchased it, and charge sive, however, of goods on hand or
off the depreciation on the present in process of manufacture for de
market valuation on this merchan livery upon firm sales contracts at
fixed prices entered into before the
dise to Profit and Loss.
“ Thanking you in anticipation date of the inventory, which goods
of your prompt reply, I remain, must be inventoried at cost. Where
dear sir,
no open market quotations are
Yours very truly,”
available, the taxpayer must use
such evidence of a fair market price
“Dear Sir:
“ I have your letter of December at the date or dates nearest the
22, 1920, in which you request in inventory as may be available, such
formation with reference to the cor as specific transactions in reason
rect statement of merchandise in able volume entered into in good
faith, or compensation paid for
ventories at December 31, 1920.
“On December 30, 1920, the cancellation of contracts for pur
Treasury Department rendered de chase commitments. Where, owing
cisions which amended former Reg to abnormal conditions, the tax
ulations in connection with the val payer has regularly sold such mer
uation of inventories. These de chandise at prices lower than the
cisions directly answer the question current bid price as above defined,
which you raise in connection with the inventory may be valued at such
the decline in the value of merchan prices, and the correctness of such
dise inventory at December 31, prices will be determined by refer
1920. I am pleased to quote you ence to the actual sales of the tax
these decisions, which I believe are payer for a reasonable period be
fore and after the date of the in
self-explanatory :
“‘Article 1582, Regulations 45, ventory. Prices which vary mate
is hereby amended to read as fol rially from the actual prices so as
lows: Article 1582. Valuation of certained will not be accepted as
inventories.—Inventories must be reflecting the market, and the pen
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alties prescribed for filing false and
fraudulent returns may be asserted.
Goods in process of manufacture
may be valued for purposes of the
inventory on the lowest of the fol
lowing bases: (1) the replacement
or reproduction cost prevailing at
the date of the inventory; or (2)
the proper proportionate part of
the actual finished cost; or, under
abnormal conditions, (3) the proper
proportionate part of the sales price
of the finished product, account be
ing taken in all cases of the pro
portionate part of the total cost of
basic elements (materials, labor,
and burden) represented in such
goods in process of manufacture at
the stages at which they are found
on the date of the inventory. The
inventories of taxpayers on what
ever basis taken will be subject to
investigation by the Commissioner,
and the taxpayer must satisfy the
Commissioner of the correctness of
the prices adopted. He must be
prepared to show both the cost and
the market price of each article in
cluded in the inventory. It is rec
ognized that in the latter part of
1918, by reason among other things
of Governmental control not hav
ing been relinquished, conditions
were abnormal, and in many com
modities there was no such scale
of trade as to establish a free mar
ket. In such a case, when a market
was established during the succeed
ing year, a claim may be filed for
any loss sustained in accordance
with the provisions of Section
214 (a) 12 or Section 234 (a) 14 of
the statute. See articles 261-268.’
“ In connection with the valua
tion of the shipment of merchan
dise upon which you are not able
to collect from your customer, I
believe that, if the title to this mer
chandise has passed to the custo
mer, you will not be allowed to
treat this as inventory and to in
clude it at the market price. The
Regulations on this point are quite
clear, and, for your information, I
quote you Article 1581 which deals
with this subject:
“ ‘ Article 1581. Need of inven
tories.—In order to reflect the net
income correctly, inventories at the
beginning and ending of each year
are necessary in every case in which
the production, purchase, or sale of
merchandise is an income-produc
ing factor. The inventory should
include raw materials and supplies
on hand that have been acquired for
sale, consumption, or use in pro
ductive processes, together with all
finished or partly finished goods.
Title to the merchandise included
in the inventory should be vested
in the taxpayer, and goods merely
ordered for future delivery and for
which no transfer of title has been
effected should be excluded. The
inventory should include merchan
dise sold but not shipped to the

customer at the date of the inven
tory, together with any merchan
dise out upon consignment, but if
such goods have been included in
the sales of the taxable year they
should not be taken in the inven
tory. It should also include mer
chandise purchased, although not
actually received, to which title has
passed to the purchaser. In this
regard, care should be exercised to
take into the accounts all invoices
or other charges in respect of mer
chandise properly included in the
inventory, but which is in transit
or for other reasons has not been
reduced to physical possession.’
“ If any amount is to be deducted
from the gross income for the year
for uncollectable accounts, it will
be necessary for you to be able to
satisfy the Treasury Department
that the surrounding and attendant
circumstances indicate that such
amount is worthless and uncollect
able, and that legal action to en
force payment would in all proba
bility not result in the satisfaction
of execution on a judgment. The
Regulations specifically prohibit
the deduction from gross income of
reserves to take care of anticipated
or probable losses.
“ In view of these Regulations,
it would seem that if you can not
at this time prove an actual loss or
allowance on this disputed claim,
you can not take the advantage of
any deduction until some future
date when the loss or allowance has
been definitely ascertained.
“ I trust that the above comments
will give you the information you
desire.
Yours very truly,”

Madeira
Letter

DWARD H. FINK, a former
student of Pace Institute,
New York; recently wrote a
most interesting letter to the In
stitute. Mr. Fink is associated with
Bardwil Brothers, dealers in hand
embroideries, in Funchal, Madeira.
The letter follows:
“ The island of Madeira is only
about thirty miles long and twelve
miles wide; yet it takes about a
week to travel overland from one
end to the other, because of the
fact that there are so many high
mountains and deep ravines. The
scenery is wonderful, and so is the
climate. During the four months
in which I have been here, there
have not been more than three hours
of rain altogether; and during the
summer, the temperature never went
above eighty-five degrees Fahrenheit,
and that was reached only during a
period of what is called the “Leste,”
when a warm wind blows across
the several hundred miles of sea
separating us from Africa and the
Sahara Desert. This Leste (which
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is the Portuguese word for east
wind) may come at any season of
the year, but it does not blow very
frequently. The sun is very warm,
but there is always a cool breeze
from the ocean, and in the shade,
a person is always very comfort
able.
“ I have been given to under
stand that during the winter there
is a rainy season which lasts about
five weeks. Near the sea, the tem
perature seldom goes below sixtyfive, but up in the mountains, there
is cold weather and snow.
“ Fruits and vegetables of all
kinds grow in abundance, but this
would not be possible without the
extensive irrigation system which
is used here.
“ The city of Funchal, which is
the capital of Madeira, has a popu
lation of about sixty thousand. It
is a quaint old city, on the moun
tainside. The streets, for the most
part, are narrow and crooked, with
very few sidewalks. The houses,
as in Europe, are built of stone and
mortar, with tiled roofs. The peo
ple of the better class live in pretty
quintas on the outskirts of the
town, and their houses are sur
rounded by large gardens, with high
stone walls around the grounds.
The poorer natives live in small
huts, and are surrounded by all
kinds of filth.
“ The roads are built of small
cobblestones, and transportation is
largely done by means of sledges,
which are drawn by oxen or mules.
The runners of the sledges are made
of iron, and after they are oiled,
they slide over the cobblestones
very easily. Sledges are very slow,
but the roads are so steep that, with
the exception of a few automobiles,
there are no other vehicles.
“ The housing problem seems to
be just as acute here as in the
States, and the H. C. of L. has also
struck this island. Conditions are
very unsettled.
The Portuguese
Escudo is depreciating in value ev
ery day; and with this, prices of
commodities are naturally rising.
In addition to this, food is very
scarce. At the present time, there
is no flour or sugar to be bought.
Sugar is manufactured on the island,
but the Portuguese Government has
a monopoly on it, and it is all ex
ported to Lisbon. Then, with the
permission of the Portuguese Food
Controller, it is sometimes re-im
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ported at a very considerable ad
vance in price. The principal food
of the poor people is corn-meal.
This, also, is very expensive and
difficult to obtain, thereby causing
a great deal of suffering. The poor
people seem to be very sober, and
one seldom sees them smile.
“ The principal occupations of
the people are embroidery, agri
culture, wicker furniture, and wine
making.
“ Funchal is a port of call for
steamers plying between England
and South Africa, and others ply
ing between Europe and South
America. This brings a great many
tourists who leave considerable
money behind them.
“ The majority of the natives are
illiterate, it being compulsory to
attend schools on the statute books
only. As this latter is not enforced,
only about two or three per cent.
of the people can read and write,
and those who can do so are emi
grating to the States just as fast
as the ships can carry them.
“ I am glad to say that I am again
able to resume my studies by Ex
tension, and that I expect to obtain
almost as much benefit from the
printed lectures as I did while at
tending Pace Institute in New
York.”

MUCKLOW & FORD, certified
public accountants, Jacksonville,
Fla., and Miami, Fla., announce that
they have recently associated with
them Walter L. McGriff, who was
until recently chief of the Income
Tax Division in the office of the
Collector of Internal Revenue at
Jacksonville.
JOSEPH B. BAERNCOPF, a
graduate of Pace Institute, and Miss
Esther Efroymson were recently
married in Indianapolis, Indiana.

ANNUAL BANQUET
Tentative arrangements
have been completed for the
annual banquet and get-to
gether to be given by the
Pace Club on Saturday eve
ning, April 30th, at the
Hotel Astor, New York, to
the students and alumni of
Pace Institute, New York,
Washington, and Boston,
and of the affiliated schools.
Full details will be given
later.

March Classes in
Accountancy and Business
Organization—morning, after
noon, and evening classes—are now being
organized at Pace Institute, Washington, Boston, and
New York. Many of these classes have already reached their full
quota of students; hence, immediate enrolment is necessary in order
to make sure of a class reservation.
Pace-educated men and women possess a dependable market
value. Their developed technical and administrative abilities
almost guarantee their eventual success as professional accountants,
as Government technicians and Accountants, as business executives
—auditors, credit managers, cost accountants, treasurers, controllers,
and the like. Pace training lays the basis for increased usefulness
and increased income.

The Pace Courses—standardized, accredited, developmental
Courses—are available by Extension through the mails as well as in
Resident Schools. You are privileged to test the Extension Course
for a month’s trial instruction for $7, without any obligation what
soever to continue.
Send for descriptive Bulletin (specifying either Extension or
Resident) and for a complimentary copy of “Making Good,” a 40page booklet which gives a timely survey of modern demands and
opportunities for Accountancy-educated men and women.
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WASHINGTON
715 G Street, N. W.
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NEW YORK
30 Church Street
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